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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT.CALIFORNIA HIGHWAY RAINING NIGHT TIME

THRILLING TECHNO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. A black pick up

truck drives down a non busy highway with it’s front license

plate coming off and fall to the ground.

INT. BLACK PICK UP TRUCK NIGHT TIME MOVING.

The PICK UP TRUCK DRIVER in his 40’s has a 12 o’clock

shadow, has brown eyes, handsome and is tired while driving

down the road.

THE PICK UP DRIVER

(tired)

Come on come on, only one more hour

and it’s in the nice soft bed with

the wife.

PICKUP DRIVER’S P.O.V

Suddenly a white comet down across the sky and crash down

over the hills.

RETURN TO SCENE.

THE PICK UP DRIVER

(surprised)

Wow what was that?

CUT TO

EXT. HILLS OF CALIFORNIA NIGHT TIME RAINING.

The Black Pick up truck comes to the crash site of the

comet. The Pick up Driver come out from the truck with a

flash light. The Pick up Driver walks up to the comet

The flash light SHINES down in the hole and see that it is a

spaceship.

THE PICK UP DRIVER

(freaks out)

What it’s a spaceship not a comet.

Suddenly 8 SHADOWS appear behind him and grabs the truck

driver.

(CONTINUED)
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THE PICK UP DRIVER

What’s going on, NO!!!!.

END OF TEASER ACT

FADE TO BLACK

ACT ONE

FADE IN

INT.CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE KITCHEN

MORNING

HAPPY MELLOW GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the Kitchen

Rose was cooking eggs on the frying pan. Rose then turns on

the radio making it to CLICK.

RADIO HOST (V.O)

So did anyone see that comet that

hit the hills last night believe me

I see it and it took on a show last

night, but Eucalypcity police are

going to take the comet for

investigation.

Suddenly the Koalas and Lila X come walking into the

kitchen.

PAUL

(smiles)

Morning mom.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

Oh good morning everyone, so did

you hear about the comet last

night?

FLUFFY

Comet what comet?

PAUL

The comet from last night.

JAKE

I think that comet was an alien

space craft.

BRUCE

No Jakey there is no thing as

aliens.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Well scientist think that we aren’t

alone in the Universe but there are

some forms of life out there.

LILA X

But Scientist are using technology

to find out if there is life out

there.

JAKE

Well that life is alien life.

BRUCE

As if it’s just a comet not a

spaceship besides we are the only

life in the universe.

Rose places 2 plates of eggs on the table.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh don’t worry about that non

scenes and enjoy breakfast.

FADE TO

EXT. HILLS OF CALIFORNIA CRASH SITE DAYTIME

THRILLING MYSTERY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.At the

crash site of dozens of police cars are surrounding the hole

in the ground along with 15 police officers.

Suddenly another police car with Arthur Nickels at the

wheel. The Police car stops behind another police and out

came Arthur Nickels in his cop uniform. Then from the

passage seat came out DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD in his 50’s,

brown and white hair,handsome has a orange breed smart,

serious and mean wearing a black trench coat.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(to RJ)

You know we can take that trench

coat off.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

(to Arthur)

And you just put a sock in it and

get on with the investigation.

ARTHUR NICKELS

OK don’t get mean about it.

(CONTINUED)
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Detective RJ O’McDonald and Arthur Nickels walks towards the

hole of the crash site. They both stop at the edge of the

hole.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Do you know how deep it is?

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

Of course I know, it’s only 10 feet

down.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Is there an alienship in there?

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

No there isn’t.

Suddenly a police cop come walk over to the Detective and

gives him a file.

POLICE OFFICER 1

Sir we have to look at this.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD’S P.O.V

The Detective opens the file reveling platypus foot prints

on a photo.

ARTHUR NICKELS (O.S)

Are those duck feet?

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD (O.S)

No platypus.

RETURN TO SCENE.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

You see platypus feet have 5 toes

and ducks have 3.

ARTHUR NICKELS

And do to the drag on the ground

maybe the tail, what are we dealing

with?

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

Just some escaped animal from a

zoo,just take the spaceship to a

lab and have it investigated.

Suddenly a bush starts to SHAKE. Detective RJ O’McDonald and

Arthur look towards the shaking bush.

(CONTINUED)
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DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

Does it seem like you’re being

watched by someone or something?

ARTHUR NICKELS

Yeah might be some nerds checking

out the crash site and take picture

of it for an online blog.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

They’re not taking pictures on my

watch.

Detective RJ O’McDonald walks towards the bush. Detective

RJ opens the bush and revels that nothing is there in it.

All of a sudden 2 Police officers MAGICAL TELEPORTED. Arthur

is surprised.

ARTHUR NICKELS

What the.

All of a sudden the rest of the officers are MAGICALLY

TELEPORTED. Detective RJ is shocked and surprise.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

What on Earth is going on here.

EVIL SCI FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Suddenly 8

PLATYPUSSER SOLDIERS 7 foot tall alien platypuses come out

of nowhere and point their laser blasters at the Detective

and Arthur.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER 1

Hands up Human scum.

The Detective and Arthur Nickels raises their hands in the

air. 1 of the Platypusser soldiers walks up to Arthur

Nickels, Arthur grabs the soldier’s arm and does a judo

throw on the soldier causing him to be thrown to another

one. Arthur then does a split kick right at 2 Platypusser

soldiers knocking them to the ground and Arthur ran towards

the police car.

The Detective then makes a run for it but a Platypusser

Soldier stops him.

Arthur Nickels get into his police car and DRIVES off. The

Platypusser Soldiers FIRED their laser blasters right at the

get away police car.

(CONTINUED)
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PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER 1

Leave him we have the others so as

him.

The Detective looks scared.

CUT TO

EXT.CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ COURTYARD.

In the courtyard Paul is lifting weights, and Fluffy and

Lila X are sparring. Fluffy throws a kick right at Lila, but

Lila dodged the kick and Lila do a counter kick right at

Fluffy knocking her to the ground.

Martin and Jake are kicking the punching bags and Bruce is

benching pressing 300 lbs.

Suddenly Arthur opens the gate to the courtyard and runs

into the courtyard with a scared look on his face.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Oh hello Arthur you looked

frighten.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Sorry guys, but there is some bad

news aliens are here.

JAKE

Yeah boy I told you oh by the way

Arthur this is Lila our new friend.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Oh hello.

CUT TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE GARAGE

On Martin’s computer shows the full alien ship from the

crash site.

ARTHUR NICKELS

See that is the full alien ship.

JAKE

(excited)

Oh yeah aliens are real we’re not

alone.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(serious)

I got to say there are aliens out

there.

BRUCE

But in sci-fi movies aliens always

invade our world saying that Earth

is weak.

FLUFFY

And aliens are ugly. I mean those

freaky big black eyes and green

skin is so retro.

ARTHUR NICKELS

We don’t know who the alien race is

and what they want but they want

something.

MARTIN

All they want is to find peace with

us.

BRUCE

Nope only yo take over our planet.

ROSE MCSCOTT

These aliens sound serious about

this.

MARTIN

Don’t forget that alien technology

is highly advance then our

technology.

LILA X

What else do aliens do?

JAKE

Oh they abduct people and used them

as their experiments.

ARTHUR NICKELS

And that’s the same thing they did

with the other cops are the crash

site.

PAUL

Well no other human is going to be

abducted on our watch.

(CONTINUED)
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LILA X

What are you saying Powerful Paul?

PAUL

Simple Me, Big Bruce, Marty, Jakey,

Furious Fluffy, you and Arthur

shall go back to the crash site and

face the aliens and save the other

cops.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Be careful don’t get incinerated by

the aliens.

PAUL

Oh we won’t mom.

The Koalas, Lila and Arthur run out of the garage

CUT TO

EXT. HILLS OF CALIFORNIA CRASH SITE DAYTIME

SUSPENSEFUL SCI-FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The

Koala Mobile arrive at the crash site. The Koalas, Arthur

and Lila X all come out from the Koala Mobile.

BRUCE

We’re here.

JAKE

(excited)

Now let’s go see that alienship.

ARTHUR NICKELS

When I got to the crash site

earlier, there wasn’t a spaceship

in there.

FLUFFY

Since there isn’t any aliens, let’s

go home.

Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE.

PAUL

Not yet Furious Fluffy, because we

are not alone here.

MARTIN

What made you think that?

(CONTINUED)
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ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.All of the sudden

the Platypuser Soldiers surrounds the Koalas, Arthur

Nickels and Lila X while pointing their laser blasters at

them.

PAUL

That’s why.

The Koalas, Arthur and Lila go into their fighting stances.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER 1

Hands up Human scum.

BRUCE

Make us beak freak.

Jake throws a smoke bomb onto the ground releasing SMOKE all

over the floor.

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 2

(coughing)

Ahh what is this

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 3

(coughing)

I can’t see a thing.

As the smoke clears the Koalas are FLOATING in the air with

Lila and Arthur holding onto the Koalas.

JAKE

(to Bruce)

Is it strange that the aliens sound

a like.

BRUCE

Yeah I know it sounds freaky.

The Koalas all pull out their weapons and drop down to the

ground. The koalas, Arthur and Lila all attack the

Platypuser Soldiers. Paul swings his 3 section staff at the

1 of the Playtpuser Soldiers and then throws 4 kicks right

at him causing him to fall to the ground.

Bruce TWIRLS his kuwa and swings it right at 2 Platypuser

soldiers hitting them knocking them to the ground. Martin

FIRES LASERS from his glasses right at a Platypuser Solider

, but the solider dodge the laser blast and throws a punch

right at Martin, but Martin blocks the punch and do a triple

counter kick at the Platypuser Solider hitting him knocking

him to the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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A Platypuser Solider FIRES LASERS right at Jake and Fluffy,

but Fluffy REFLECTS the fire with the blades of her kamas

and Jake leaps over Fluffy and throws a flying jump kick

right at the Platypuser Soldier hitting him in the head

causing him to knock down to the ground.

JAKE

Awesomongo!!!

Arthur and Lila X throws punches right at a Platypuser

solider hitting him in the face. Suddenly Lila X get caught

by another Playtpusser Solider, Lila X then breaks free from

the Platypuser’s arms and then does a judo throw on the

Solider throwing him to the ground. She throws a tornado

kick at another Platypuser and then does a Tomoe nage judo

throw on another Platypuser soldier throwing it away from

her.

Arthur uses his taser to SHOCK a Platypuser in the head, and

then throws a kick at another Platypuser knocking him to the

ground. Arthur then throws a jump kick a Platypuser soldier

hitting him in the chest knocking him to the ground.

Suddenly a Platypuser Solider raises his laser blaster up in

the air and points it Arthur. Paul kicks the laser blaster

out of the soldier’s hands and does a Kesa-gatame judo throw

on it, knocking it to the ground.

PAUL

Who are you and where did you came

from?

ARTHUR NICKELS

And also where did you put the

other police officers.

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 1

Oh they are in our spaceship and

for us we are the Platypusers.

All of a sudden Jake gets hit by a BLUE LASER BEAM causing

Jake to disappear.

111FLUFFY

Jakey

BRUCE

(mad)

Oh you’re going to pay.

Then suddenly Bruce get hit by a BLUE LASER BEAM causing him

to disappear.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

Oh no not Big Bruce too.

PAUL

Relax I can hear their hearts beat

they are still alive.

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 1

And you’ll be joining them.

Then the Platypuser soldiers point their laser blasters

right at Paul, Fluffy, Martin, Artur and Lila X and all

FIRES BLUE LASER BEAMS at them hitting them causing them to

disappear.

CUT TO

INT. PLATYPUSER SPACESHIP PRISON CELL.

SCI-FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.In the prison cell

Bruce and Jake are laying on the floor with the 15 missing

police officers and Detective RJ O’McDonald. Suddenly Paul,

Martin, Fluffy, Arthur and Lila X all appear in the prison

cell.

JAKE

Powerful Paul.

BRUCE

Guys you got teleported too.

PAUL

Teleported I know you guys are

alive.

MARTIN

Yes and if they were incinerated we

shall be turned into dust.

ARTHUR NICKELS

And now we have to know where are

you now.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

We’re in the alien spaceship.

PAUL

Well we better find away out of

this before some else bad happens.

All of a sudden SPIKES come out of the walls and the walls

start to SLOWLY MOVE on them.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

You think Powerful Paul.

PAUL

Oh boy.

END OF ACT ONE

FADE TO BLACK

FADE IN

ACT TWO

THRILLING SUSPENSEFUL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The

walls slowly close on the Koalas, the police men, Arthur

Nickels, Lila X and Detective RJ O’McDonald.

PAUL

Quick everyone push against the

walls.

The Koalas, Arthur and Lila X all push against the left wall

and the police officers and Detective RJ O’McDonald all push

against the right wall. The Koalas, Arthur and Lila X all

struggle to push against the wall, but they start to SWEAT

from their foreheads.

BRUCE

Man these walls are heavy to push.

JAKE

I know bro.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

AHHH Don’t care about how much they

weigh just keep on pushing.

Then suddenly LASERS come out from the spike walls. The

Koalas are surprise and shocked.

FLUFFY

OK that was totally close.

MARTIN

Apparently there are cameras in the

wall the Platypussers are watching

us from the outside

ARTHUR NICKELS

Speaking out the outside we have to

get out from here before we get

crushed.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

Marty does this alien tech won’t

effect the EMP.

MARTIN

To my calculations the EMP will

work but it’ll need a lot more

power to do make a dent in the

alien tech.

PAUL

How about we put our teaser sticks

are full power for that.

MARTIN

That’ll work.

The Koalas all put their taser sticks on high and SHOCKS

Martin’s Koala Cell. Martin’s Koala Cell FLASHES and Martin

activates the EMP function on causing a SHOCKWAVE to come

out from his Koala Cell causing the moving walls to stop

moving.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

Good now let’s get out of here.

The Koalas, Arthur Nickels, Lila X, Detective RJ O’McDonald

and the police officers all go out of the cell as the cell

walls closed shut.

CUT TO

INT.PLATYPUSSERS’ SPACESHIP HALLWAY.

THRILLING SCI-FI CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The

Koalas, Arthur Nickels, Lila X, Detective RJ O’McDonald and

the police officers all run down the hallway.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

Hey you are those Koalas who

entertained my son’s 11th birthday

a month ago?

MARTIN

(smiles)

Oh yes, yes we are.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

So is this something you do on a

daily basic dressing up as Koalas

to save the day.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

Oh no we are really.

Bruce punches Jake in the shoulder.

BRUCE

Yes we do this on a daily basic.

Paul’s ears start to WIGGLE and wind WHISTLES through the

hallway.

PAUL

I can hear a way out of here it’s

about 45 feet away from here.

All of a sudden snake like robotic arms come out from the

walls and grabs the Koalas, Arthur Nickels, Lila X,

Detective RJ O’McDonald and the 15 police officers and raise

them in the air.

FLUFFY

(shocked)

Oh great now they have robot arms

in the walls of the spaceship.

LILA X

Looks like they know that we are

escaping.

Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE again.

PAUL

And the sound of the front door of

the ship it’s closing.

The Koalas all BREAK free from the robot arms and Bruce and

Fluffy karate chops the robot arms wrapped around Arthur

Nickels, Lila X, the detective and the police officers

breaking them free.

Suddenly the Platypuser Soldiers come from behind them and

point their laser blasters at them.

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 1

Where do you think you’re going?

BRUCE

Simple outside from here.

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 1

Not with us stopping you.

(CONTINUED)
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ARTHUR NICKELS

And another question we have what

are you really here for?

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 1

Simple really human scum.

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 2

We are here to connect with our

human allies who are their plans to

expand their organization.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER 3

And with us helping them we shall

take over this world also.

MARTIN

He means human allies they meant

the Red Fist Ninjas.

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 1

Yes and with our kind reunites with

the Red Fist Ninjas no one shall

stop us.

PAUL

Not with us here, Arthur get the

police officers and the detective

out of here

MARTIN

there is another way out down the

hall a hatch that leads to the roof

of the spaceship.

BRUCE

We’ll take care of these

Platypusser freaks.

Arthur takes the police officers and the Detective out from

the spaceship.

BRUCE

Oh it’s time to beat up some alien

scum.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.All of a sudden

a LASER BEAM FIRES right at the Platypusers causing the

soldiers to be CLONED. The Koalas and Lila X all go into

their fighting stances.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

(serious)

Great now they are cloned.

The Platypuser Soldiers and their clones all FIRE their

LASERS right at the Koalas and Lila X. The Koalas, Arthur

and Lila X all charge right at the Platypuser Soldiers. Paul

leaps in the air and throws a punch right at 1 of the

Platypuser soldiers hitting him in the face and then Paul

does a leg sweep on another soldier knocking him to the

ground. Paul then wraps his legs around a platypuser soldier

and goes a hand stand take down throw on the solider

throwing him to the ground.

PAUL

There is no way you’re going to

take over our world, Koala Power.

Paul throws another punch at the Platypuser’s clone, but the

clone blocks the punch and throws a counter punch at Paul,

but Paul blocks the counter punch Paul and throws a spin

kick right at the cloned Platypuser Soldier hitting it

causing it to fall to the floor.

Suddenly the cloned Platypuser soldier leaps off from the

floor and throws an uppercut punch right at Paul hitting him

in the face. Then the cloned Platypuser Soldier swings his

tail right at Paul, but Paul grabs the tail and does a judo

throw on the cloned Platypusser soldier throwing him to the

floor.

Fluffy TWIRLS her kamas and throws a kick right at a

Platypuser Soldier in the face. Fluffy then uses her kama

and jabs them into the Platypuser soldier’s laser blaster

causing the laser blaster to SPARK and SHOCK the Platypuser

Soldier. Fluffy pulls the laser blaster out from the

Platypuser Soldier’s hand and then Fluffy does a powerful

back kick right at the Platypusser solider hitting the

soldier knocking him to the floor.

CUT TO

INT.PLATYPUSERS’ SPACESHIP HALLWAY HATCH TO THE ROOF

Elsewhere Arthur Nickels, Detective RJ O’McDonald and the

other police officers made it to the hatch to the roof.

Arthur Nickels and Detective RJ O’McDonald push again the

hatch door.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

ARR I can’t get it open what gives.

(CONTINUED)
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ARTHUR NICKELS

Apparently the spaceship crashed

completely into the ground it won’t

budge.

Arthur, the Detective and the police officers run the other

way back into the hallway.

CUT TO

BACK TO SCENE

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Jake does a

back flip to dodge LASER. Jake pulls out his skateboard and

TRANSFORMS it into a laser blaster. He FIRES a LASER right

at the Platypusser soldier hitting him and knocks him to the

ground. Jake leaps in the air and does a flying jump kick

right at another soldier, hitting it and makes it fall to

the ground

JAKE

(shouts)

Awesomongo!!!

Jake kicks another Platypusser Soldier hitting it in the

face, the Platypusser soldier then throws a punch right at

Jake in the head, Jake does a tornado kick right at

Platypusser Soldier and the clone hitting both of them

causing them to fall to the ground.

JAKE

Awesomongo again!!!

All of a sudden 2 Platypusser Soldiers come right behind

Jake and grabs him and both lifts Jake in air and throws

Jake against the wall. Jake takes out his net gun and FIRES

it right at the 2 Platypusser Soldiers covering them in net.

Jake pushes himself off of the wall and throws a triple kick

at the 2 Platypusser Soldiers knocking them out.

JAKE

(shouts)

Awesomongo Again haha I love being

a Koala.

Bruce tackles down 3 Platypusser Soldiers to the floor.

Bruce then pulls out his kuma and swings it right at the 3

Platypusser soldiers hitting them and makes them fall to the

ground. Martin FIRES LASERS from his glasses at the

Playtpusser Soldiers hitting each 1 of them and makes them

fall to the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly Arthur, Detective RJ O’McDonald and the other

police officers come back to the Koalas and Lila X.

LILA X

Officers.

Lila X throws a kick at a Platypusser Soldier and then

blocks a punch from a Playtpusser Soldier and then judo

throws the clone to the floor. Lila leaps over a Platypusser

soldier and throws a back kick at it, knocking it to the

ground.

LILA X

We through you are outside.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Sorry but the hatch was jammed we

have to get out the way that the

Platypussers came out.

FLUFFY

But first we need to beat the

Platypussers first.

Fluffy swings her kamas at 2 Platypusser Soldiers cutting

some of their uniforms. Fluffy then throws a spin kick at

the 2 Platypusser soldiers knocking them to the floor.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER 1

You’ll never escape.

PAUL

Oh we will escape we have to beat

you guys first.

Paul kicks the laser blaster out from a Platypusser

Soldier’s arms and then kicks it to the floor causing it to

EXPLODE.

PLATYPUSSER SOLDIER 2

Once our kind invade your pitiful

planet there is no stopping us.

The Platypusser Soldiers all gets angry and all tackles

right at the Koalas. Lila X does a powerful kick right at

all of the Platypusser Soldiers knocking them to the floor.

A Platypusser Soldier pulls out a laser sword and swings it

right at Martin, but Martin ducts the swing of the laser

sword and throws a punch right at the Platypusser soldier in

the chest causing the soldier to drop the laser sword.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Amazing a laser sword alien tech is

totally amazing.

PAUL

Don’t be amazed by it right now we

have to stop them remember.

All of a sudden laser cannons come out from the walls of the

ship and aims them right at the Koalas, Lila X, Arthur

Nickels, Detective RJ O’McDonald and the police officers.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

(scared)

OK looks like the aliens won’t rest

until we are trapped here

permanently.

BRUCE

Not if we have anything to say

about it.

FLUFFY

Totally besides I don’t want to be

an alien slave besides being a

slave totally a lot of work.

The laser cannons all FIRE LASERS right at the Koalas,

Arthur Nickels, Lila X, Detective RJ O’McDonald and the

police officers. Paul quickly pulls out his 3 section staff

and twirls it in front of him reflecting the laser fire back

at the laser cannons hitting them causing them to EXPLODE.

PAUL

Alright come one lets go.

Everyone made a run for it down the hall.

CUT TO

INT. PLATYPUSSER SPACESHIP EXIT.

Everyone makes it to the exit to the Platypusser Spaceship.

JAKE

Good we made it to the exit.

BRUCE

Now we have to open the door so we

can get out.

Martin puts a wire on the panel to the door and connected

the wire to his Koala cell.

(CONTINUED)
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All of a sudden the spaceship starts to SHAKE and RUMBLE.

FLUFFY

(worried)

Oh no not good.

Suddenly BUZZ SAWS come out from the floors and starts to

move forward. Then laser cannons come out from the walls and

aims them right at the Koalas, Arthur Nickels, Lila X, the

Detective and the Police officers. Then robot arms come out

from the walls.

PAUL

Now this is bad.

MARTIN

Apparently the alien ship is alive.

JAKE

OK that is totally high tech.

The laser cannons all FIRE LASERS, the buzz saws BUZZ and go

towards everyone and the robot arms wrap around the Koalas,

Arthur Nickels, Lila X, the Detective and the Police

officers.

Paul takes out his throwing stars and throws them right at

the laser cannons hitting them causing them to EXPLODE.

Bruce pulls out his sticky bombs and throws them right at

the buzz saws causing the STICKY SLIME to cover all over the

buzz saws causing them to stop.

Suddenly more Platypuser soldiers come running right towards

them.

BRUCE

Oh great more of these beak

freaks!!!

JAKE

And we are still trapped.

FLUFFY

Any faster Marty?

MARTIN

Just give me a minute I’m trying my

best.

Paul throws punches and kicks at the incoming Platypuser

soldiers, hitting them away from him and the others. Jake

throws a double jump kick at a Platypuser soldier, hitting

it and makes him fall to the ground.
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Bruce tackles some of the Platypuser soldiers to the ground

and then leaps off of them and throws a flying spin hook

kick at another Platypuser, hitting him and makes him FLY

down the hallway.

Lila throws leaps over a Platypuser Soldier and throws a

back kick at the Platypusser soldiers and throws triple

kicks at the other Platypuser soldiers knocking them down to

the ground.

DETECTIVE RJ O’MCDONALD

(to Arthur)

Can your brain koala bear friend

open the door any faster?

MARTIN

I’m trying the best I can, just

keep fighting them off.

Arthur throws punches at the Platypuser soldiers and then

throws a hook kick at another Platypuser soldier knocking it

to the ground.

FLUFFY

(angry)

I am tired of these duck beaver

hybrids all ready.

Fluffy kicks a laser blaster out of a Platypuser soldier’s

hand and throws a double front snap kick at it, knocking it

to the ground.

Martin’s Koala Cell FLASHES and then the doors to the

outside SLIDE OPEN.

MARTIN

(smiles)

Yes the door is open.

Suddenly the Platypuser soldiers come and points their

lasers right at the Koalas, Arthur Nickels, Lila X, the

Detective and the police officers.

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 1

We told you once before you’re not

going anywhere.

PAUL

Neither are you.

Paul throws some sticky bombs right at the Playtpusser

Soldiers causing STICKY SLIME to spread all over them

causing them to stick to the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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The Koalas BREAK free from the robot arms and then karate

chops free the others. Then everyone come out of the open

door.

FADE TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM EVENING.

Back at the Koalas’ house the Koalas and Lila X are all

sitting on the coach.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

This is really an eye opener for us

aliens from outer space coming here

to team up with the Red Fist.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Relax Rose the Koalas stopped them

quickly.

ROSE MCSCOTT

But my other worry is that what

happens next?

BRUCE

Relax mom the Platypusers are still

stuck in their space ship what the

worse that could happen.

CUT TO

EXT.ROADS OF CALIFORNIA NIGHT TIME

3 military vehicles come down the road to their military

base. EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of a

sudden Muscle Mass leaps in front of the leading vehicle and

stops it. The 2 soldiers are surprise and shocked.

Ivan the Poacher RIPS the door and pulls out the soldier out

from the vehicle and throws him to the ground. Crabby pulls

the other soldier out from the vehicle and throws him to the

ground.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Enough the rest of the soldiers are

now knocked out.

Muscle Mass RIPS the cover off from the Platypusser

Spaceship.
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PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

Prefect bring it to the lair I’ll

used the ship’s technology to make

weapons to destroy the Koalas.

Muscle Mass lifts the entire space ship off from the flat

bed.

PROFESSOR STEEL SKULL

The Koalas won’t know what hit

them.

CUT TO

INT. RED FIST NINJAS’ HQ TOP FLOOR NIGHT TIME.

At the top floor of the Red Fist Ninjas’ HQ Toya Kye was a

sleep in his bed. Suddenly the Platypuser Soldiers came into

his room.

Toya Kye wakes up and leaps out from his bed wearing only

his pajama bottoms. Toya Kye aims his gauntlet at them.

TOYA KYE

Halt who goes there?!!

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 1

It’s only your allies.

TOYA KYE

(smiles evilly)

The Platypussers why are you doing

here?

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 2

Simple really we came here early to

talk about the invasion plan with

you for the king, but we didn’t

made it to the proper location do

to someone sleeping at the wheel.

PLATYPUSER SOLDIER 3

What I was getting tired and I

needed some sleep.

TOYA KYE

Anyway the plan is simple we unite

to take over the world and with

both of us against the world no

one shall stop our might.

The Platypuser Soldiers smile and so as Toya Kye.
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FADE TO BLACK


